A conditional maximized sequential probability ratio test for pharmacovigilance.
The importance of post-marketing surveillance for drug and vaccine safety is well recognized as rare but serious adverse events may not be detected in pre-approval clinical trials. In such surveillance, a sequential test is preferable, in order to detect potential problems as soon as possible. Various sequential probability ratio tests (SPRT) have been applied in near real-time vaccine and drug safety surveillance, including Wald's classical SPRT with a single alternative and the Poisson-based maximized SPRT (MaxSPRT) with a composite alternative. These methods require that the expected number of events under the null hypothesis is known as a function of time t. In practice, the expected counts are usually estimated from historical data. When a large sample size from the historical data is lacking, the SPRTs are biased due to the variance in the estimate of the expected number of events. We present a conditional maximized sequential probability ratio test (CMaxSPRT), which adjusts for the uncertainty in the expected counts. Our test incorporates the randomness and variability from both the historical data and the surveillance population. Evaluations of the statistical power for CMaxSPRT are presented under different scenarios.